Focusing on the problems of the federal role in education, the educational "competency" of federal programs, and the usefulness of research-based knowledge for educational practice, this report evaluates the Experimental Schools Program (ESP), a small federal program in the early 1970s that aimed to help poor and minority students by encouraging "comprehensive change" in school districts' educational practices. Data for the evaluation came from ESP documents and interviews with ESP staffers, local school officials, and ESP researchers. After a general discussion of federal-local relations in education, the authors look at the differences between federal and local approaches to change, the variety of local responses to ESP, and the problem of defining comprehensive change. They next examine the conflicts arising from ESP's misunderstanding of school districts' decentralized structure and from its insistence on both local control and detailed federal monitoring. The following section describes ESP's holistic evaluations of its programs, the difficulties in applying holistic methods to the study of ill-defined changes, and the effects of evaluation on local administrators and teachers. The concluding section summarizes the authors' assessment of ESP. (RW)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Arguments about the appropriate federal role in U.S. education are as old as public education itself, but the arguments became more intense as federal involvement in education grew. In the late 1950s and early 1960s these arguments centered on the political wisdom of federal intervention. In the late 1960s and 1970s, as evidence on the effects of the new Great Society education programs began to accumulate, the debate seemed to center more on whether federal intervention did any good, whatever one thought about its wisdom. But throughout these years, the federal role in education expanded, under both Democratic and Republican administrations. The 1980 presidential campaign once again placed the issue of political principle in the forefront, and since then the Reagan administration has begun trying to dismantle the results of two decades of growth, on the grounds that education should be chiefly a state and local responsibility.

Many issues intersect in these controversies, and disentangling them all would be no small task. One issue that has surfaced from time to time concerns the competence of the central government: what can it do well, or at least better than anyone else? Competence is of course not the only consideration in allocating political responsibilities, but it is not a trivial consideration. Competence can change with experience or resources, but there often are structural constraints on the development of competence, or great differences in the costs of developing it as one level of government rather than another. In this essay, we explore the competence of federal agencies in education, by exploring federal-local interaction in one education program.

One advantage of focusing on the competence of government agencies is that it directs attention to what the federal government has done well, and
poorly, in practice. Liberals have tended to assume that the government could do a good job of whatever it tried in education, if only the resources were available, while conservatives assume that a good job would be unlikely. Indeed, they believe that even if the central government could do a good job it would be a bad thing, because of the effects on the distribution of power within the federal system. Most of these arguments have occurred at the rarefied level of political principle. While we care about principle, the question of competence can best be illuminated by looking at practice. We consider the actual activities of federal and local educators, and the character of educational practice at the federal and local levels. Our story centers on the interactions among practitioners who work in these two very different parts of American education.

The case in point—the Experimental Schools Program—was modest in size, but broad in scope and ambition. ESP had a small total appropriation—of $55 million dollars—and supported projects in only 18 communities. But it was a highly touted effort by the U.S. Office of Education to bring "comprehensive" reform to local schools, and to create a new model of federal relations with local schools. ESP grew out of discontent with Great Society education policy and practice, and represented an effort to marry the sweeping visions of change associated with the Johnsonian programs to the concern for local control associated with more conservative views. The program began in 1971, but terminated in great disappointment and disarray a mere five years later.

Scrutiny of the Experimental Schools Program will
illuminate issues of federal competence, but it will not offer a conclusive answer to questions about the federal role. There is no such thing. Our account will throw only a bit of light on a complicated and continuing problem. We begin with a brief analysis of federal-local relations in education.

Federal-Local Relations

The federal role in education is ambiguous: since the late 1950s federal agencies have been charged increasingly with reforming education at the local level, but their resources for influencing local education are limited. The imbalance between federal mandates and federal resources has created many curious twists in federal-local relations. From a fiscal perspective, the relation seems plain enough: local schools receive a modest portion of their operating revenues from federal agencies, and federal education agencies impose various requirements for reform in return for the money. Typically, we think the local agencies are dependent upon their federal counterpart: the locals, after all, need the money. That is true enough, but there is a mutual obligation that implies a further dependence, one often unnoticed: for the federal agency's work to succeed, local schools must comply with federal requirements. If local school authorities depend on federal agencies for money, the federal agencies depend on local authorities to accomplish federal purposes.

The character of this dependence is complicated by several deep differences between federal and local educational practice. For one thing, the units of practice are different. Federal education managers have a national obligation, and their unit of practice is the federal program. They seek success for these programs, which means that to some extent they
must try to engage local districts in operations consistent with the program goals and values. They wish local districts to coordinate internal efforts toward those goals. The local units of practice, however, are schools and classrooms. There are tens of thousands of these in the United States—indeed, in any single large district there are thousands of classrooms. The numbers are so large, and the aims of education and the nature of teaching are so indeterminate, that even central administrators at the local level must leave teachers and principals a great deal of autonomy to shape their own practice. Education is coordinated at the local level, but in many crucial respects it is only weakly coordinated, at least by means of the formal local governmental and administrative apparatus. Coordination of local units of practice in federal programs is thus problematic from the outset.

In addition to differences in the units of practice, federal and local educators also differ concerning the aims of practice. Since the late 1950s, federal education managers have been preoccupied with the reform of local schools. Several factors contributed to the widespread assumption that local school reform is the central task of federal education agencies. One was external pressure on the federal government to promote change in local school policy and practice, because such change had been effectively blocked at the state or local level. The desegregation of southern schools is the best example of this phenomenon. A related factor is that Washington has become the nation's political center. The increasingly national character of politics and culture, and the widespread sense that the national government is the most powerful lever for social change, have encouraged those with an interest in reform of all sorts—even conservative reform—to gravitate to the national capital. And finally, there is the view, especially
common in education, that local government is inadequate, perhaps even bankrupt. These developments and others encouraged the belief in recent decades that the unique responsibility of federal policy in education is to correct the errors of local practice.

Reform does not figure so prominently in the work of local teachers and administrators. While many seek change in one way or another, their practice centers much more on providing complex services in an established social institution. Quite naturally, they are more preoccupied with what sociologists call maintenance than with change, for they must attend to all the continuing work of schools: they must select books; grade papers; teach subjects; keep schools heated; and hire and fire staff. Federal education officials, by contrast, have no schools to run, nor any of the associated tasks. They have federal programs to devise, administer, and change. Thus, not only do the units of practice differ greatly, but the nature of practitioners' work, and their responsibilities, differ as well. Powerful forces act upon local practice to press it away from an extensive focus on reform, while recent pressures on federal practice encourage precisely this focus.

Thus, the aims of federal practice have pressed federal agencies toward the reform of local practice, while differences in federal and local practice impede federal influence. These differences affect federal-local relations, but their effect varies according to the nature of the programs and policies over which relations occur. A federal program whose aim is simply to give financial support for whatever local education agencies wish to do—such as the Impact Aid Program—depends only modestly on local agencies
for success in its own performance; the Impact Aid Program is successful if LEAs simply accept the money and spend it on education. But a federal program that aims to reform local practice by spending money to improve student school achievement—such as Title I of the 1965 ESEA—depends much more extensively upon local practice. In order for such a federal program to succeed, not only must money be spent by local educational authorities, but it must be spent on activities like reading, and spent in such a way that students' reading improves. That, in turn, means that there must also be changes in how teachers and other local practitioners do their work, and perhaps changes as well in the organization in which that work goes on.

In the case of the Title I program, then, the success of federal managers' practice depends on the success of many local practitioners' work. And the local work is complex, including not only teaching and learning reading, but managing those tasks, changing them, and quite likely also managing school organization. This is in marked contrast to unrestricted aid, where the success of federal practice would depend much less on the success of local practice. The chief requirement in the latter case would be local acceptance of federal monies and their successful expenditure on education: whether the activities on which the funds are expended were successful or not is probably irrelevant to whether the federal program has succeeded, or whether federal officials' work was competent. Since unrestricted aid would by definition not be targeted, and would be spent on many different local activities, federal responsibility for local practice would be greatly attenuated, and quite diffuse. There might be a sense in which the value of such aid would seem to be related to the quality of local education—i.e., if local education fell into wide disrepute, the aid might
be questioned. But in the case of programs like Title I, there would be a much greater and more specific federal dependence upon local practice; the program aims imply that the federal agency will improve the reading of local students, and the work of local practitioners in teaching and organizing reading. In some sense, federal officials become responsible for the work of local practitioners. Federal effectiveness must include the capacity to improve the effectiveness of their local partners. That is a tall order.

There is no reason in principle why such an order could not be filled, if federal agencies have the wherewithal—technical, political, or fiscal—to produce success in local schools. But if federal agencies lack the means to do so, then they will be seeking the reform of local practice without being able to muster the resources required to make the reforms a success. Federal agencies would then depend on local practitioners to make many complicated changes in their work, without being able to provide adequate means to induce or support those changes.

What resources do federal education agencies have at their disposal, to reform local practice? Money is one: if federal agencies paid much of the freight for local education—if they could increase or cut local budgets by large amounts—they might then have considerable influence on local practice. Political authority is another resource, for authority, however derived, would encourage local agencies to conform to federal mandates. A third resource is persuasion. Even if local schools have the dates. A third resource is persuasion. For even if local schools have the other resources they need to carry out federal mandates, they may lack the desire to do so. Or, having the desire, they may lack the know-how. Federal agencies might remedy these problems by persuasion. They could reason with
local educators, convincing them by rational argument or appeals to morality that federal mandates should be carried out. Or federal officials could remedy the lack of local know-how by supplying it to the deficient localities, or by providing inducements for the localities to acquire it themselves, or both.

Federal education agencies have used all of these resources in their efforts to secure local compliance with federal policy in education. One difficulty in their efforts, though, has been the considerable limits on federal authority in education: by law and tradition, most authority in education lies at the state and local level. Authority is an extremely limited federal resource. Only in a few extraordinary situations has the federal government commanded the moral or political resources to exercise authority effectively. Another difficulty has been that federal monies, while much increased over earlier years, are still a modest fraction of local revenues. Local districts value federal funds because they offer room for maneuver at the margin, and this provides federal education agencies with some leverage on localities. But the leverage has been limited, in part by the size of the federal contribution. In these two respects, then, federal resources for influencing local action have been only modest.

As a result, federal education agencies have been chronically overextended: the scope of their mandates for local change typically far exceeded the money and authority the central government could bring to bear on state and local school agencies. The only exception to this pattern, briefly, was Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. For a few years during the middle and late 1960s, federal officials had something so powerful to offer local practitioners—namely, the absence of fiscal, political, and legal trouble,
perhaps even the absence of civil strife—that local officials were encouraged, often against their will, to comply with federal directives. As a result, many southern schools were desegregated.

But in most cases, federal officials have had less to offer: statutory requirements for participation; some ideas about how to do it; regulations; and a modest amount of money. These instruments are sufficient to produce the local changes federal officials desired when local practitioners both wished a particular change and had the capacity to produce it. This was the case in many instances, and local practice changed. In many other instances, however, the locals did not wish the changes federal agencies desired, or did not wish all the federally mandated changes, or did not wish to make the changes in the ways required, or could not make the changes despite their wish to do so. In such cases, federal agencies depended on local schools to reform local practice, when either the local will to make the changes, or the local ability to change, or both were in question. Federal agencies were asserting national priorities, but because they lacked the resources to insure local compliance with these priorities, the success of federal programs came to depend upon local agencies whose capacity for change was doubtful. That is a curious sort of dependence.

One result of this situation was a peculiar pattern in federal-local political relations. Because local educators could see the imbalance between federal mandates and federal resources, they knew that in fact they had considerable discretion in carrying out those mandates, even when the regulations and guidelines might suggest otherwise. From this angle, Title I of the 1965 ESEA, and PL 94-142, which were treated in regulations and guidelines as though they were highly restricted categorical
programs, might be thought of as being moderately restricted block grants in practice.

Such incongruence is not necessarily a problem, if everyone understands the limits it implies, and observes a decent respect for the proprieties. But the federal preoccupation with reform often led to a curious interpretation of events: because many federal officials saw their task as the improvement of local practice that was sadly deficient, they were inclined to interpret local behavior in terms of this presumed deficiency. Federal officials tended to explain poor local performance in federal programs as another manifestation of local deficiency. Other explanations, such as overambitious program aims, or insufficient program resources, were frequently ignored. As a result, in many cases when federal programs appeared to produce poor results, federal executives and many other observers concluded that the problem lay at the local level, and that the solution was a stronger dose of the previous medicine. This approach led to more ideas for reform of local practice, and to more statutes, regulations, and guidelines. The imbalance between federal requirements and federal resources was not corrected, though, so that as federal requirements for local reform mounted, federal resources remained only a modest contribution to the local costs of reform. The ensuing imbalance insured that many federal ambitions would fail of achievement, and would themselves be seen as evidence of the need for even more ambitious federal action.

The Experimental Schools Program is a particularly nice case of this crazy logic, in which federal reformers seemed incapable of imagining any other reason for their program's problems than local incapacity.

A second result of the dependence of federal reformers on local agencies is
a need to rely on other than fiscal and political resources as a means of accomplishing federal objectives, namely on persuasion. Persuasion has many forms— including everything from the use of rational argument to decide about a program of research, to brainwashing an entire people. In the case of federal education programs, the particular form of persuasion that federal authorities relied on was social science. One hope behind the federal investment in social science was that research could identify the solutions to educational problems. Another hope was that if researchers could identify better teaching methods, or produce better curricula, the knowledge itself would stimulate local action. Consequently, as federal officials pressed for local school reform they made extraordinary efforts to develop social science knowledge about what good educational practice is, and how it can be promoted. Since the early 1960s, when federal education officials have assessed the schools' shortcomings they have identified the absence of knowledge about good practice and how to produce it as a key problem. And repeated efforts have been made, in one program after another, to remedy this problem by more and better research and evaluation. This pattern has been evident in nearly everything from early efforts to establish R&D Centers and Regional Educational Laboratories designed to develop new knowledge that would improve local practice, to recent attempts to improve evaluation in such programs as Title I ESEA, by developing canned "models" for evaluation and supporting large training and technical assistance agencies to help local schools to use these models to improve Title I evaluation. Knowledge, after all, is a resource that federal practitioners might well use in large amounts, even if money and political power were in short supply. What federal education agencies lacked in fiscal and political clout, they tried to make up with scientific knowledge.
Federal officials turned to applied social science on the assumption that it could be authoritative in the quest for improved local practice. In contrast to the patchy, anecdotal, often inarticulate and hand-me-down knowledge of local practitioners, social science was believed to be capable of demonstrating, in a scientifically conclusive way, which local practices worked, and why. Because it would be conclusive, social science was expected, to provide compelling inducements for action to improve schools. But as it turned out, social science was not conclusive about what programs worked or didn't: doing more evaluation did not decrease scientific disagreement about what works, or what we mean by "works," or why some things work and others don't. If anything, evaluations and other studies increased controversy on these points. Social science did not establish an authoritative basis for improving practice, and thus did not provide federal education agencies with a reliable resource for reforming local practice.

Curiously enough, though, regularly poor results with evaluation did not discourage federal reliance on social science as an instrument of policy. Instead, the failures appear to have had the opposite effect: they were taken as a sign that more applied research was needed, in order to produce the desired knowledge, and thereby the reforms of local practice.

The history of federal efforts to reform local practice was thus marked by more and more disappointing results from social science, yet at the same time, by ever more projects for local reform through social science, and more money with which to do the job. The response to the failure of social science was demands for more and better social science. One important consequence was a rapid growth of federal research and development efforts into many corners of education. Another was an extraordinarily broad definition of the tasks of research and development. As the poor results of some applied
research became apparent, federal administrators expanded the tasks of research even further, in a search for ways to compensate for the unexpected failures. The response, for example, to failures of early program evaluation was a flurry of attempts to scientifically distinguish successful from unsuccessful local projects, to determine what produced success in the happy cases and how it could be replicated. The original scientific agenda—determining whether a particular program succeeded—gave way, upon its failure, to an expanded agenda: finding projects that work, figuring out why some projects succeed and other fail, and figuring out how to get complex social institutions to replicate success. There were many instances of this phenomenon. The wish to understand social problems is reasonable, but it was perverted by a crazy logic that inferred, from the failure of already ambitious research, a need for even more ambitious research.

One result of that logic was to debase the modest jobs that social research can do well, by setting unattainable tasks that social research cannot perform. Another result was to needlessly magnify the failures of applied research; by the end of the 1970s, educational R&D had produced unimpressive results all across a large menu of impossible tasks. This did nothing to improve the reputation, either of social science or of its applications.

Still another result of the growth of applied research in education—or perhaps a cause of it—was a tendency to confuse scientific analyses of practice with what teachers and administrators actually do. The odd idea grew up that through social science, federal administrators can know enough about educational practice to make great changes in the work of local teachers and administrators. This notion lay at the heart of the Experimental Schools Program, among many other activities in the last two decades. Federal managers believed that applied research could actually reform the knowledge that local teachers and administrators used in their work. ESP
managers, for example, believed that if they devised a new and more comprehensive scheme for social science evaluation, reliable scientific information could replace the knowledge commonly used in managing school districts, local schools, and classrooms. They ignored the frailties of social science, and ignored as well the strengths of both ordinary knowledge and the accumulated professional knowledge of teachers and administrators. Like many other federal reformers of the last two decades, ESP managers assumed that social science information can provide authoritative guides to action, and that these can strongly influence what teachers and administrators do.

But social science, while useful for many things, could not bear the weight that federal administrators tried to place upon it. The ESP evaluation was a resounding and costly failure. It was instructive, though, for it encourages us to ask whether, among practitioners, many resources in education, scientific knowledge can play more than a very modest role. However excellent the studies, can educational practice depend heavily on social science? Can government use social science as an effective instrument of persuasion? Scrutiny of the Experimental Schools Program can illuminate these questions, among others.

II. FEDERAL VS. LOCAL APPROACHES TO CHANGE

The aim of ESP was comprehensive change. This was seen as a new way of thinking about how to change schools, in contrast to other federal programs that made what were viewed as "piecemeal" or "categorical" change (e.g., Title I). The notion of comprehensive change is familiar in federal social policy, but the federal ESP staff saw it as a novel approach to reform in education. An internal ESP memo explained that piecemeal efforts, such as "curriculum reform projects, failed because the
[new] curriculum presupposed knowledge or skills not present in teachers who were not given adequate training and the curriculum as intended never was implemented.\textsuperscript{3} The thrust of the criticism was that there was little coordination between two elements of a school system, teachers and the curriculum, and so reforms failed. Another memo explained that new programs "were introduced without adequate involvement and/or preparation of a community which raised the normal level of anxiety associated with any change to the point where any problem encountered in the implementation of the program could be sufficient to kill it."\textsuperscript{4} The implication was that such programs had failed because they did not include one of the components considered essential to coherent reform: community participation in the local education agency (LEA).

The ESP staff thus believed that significant improvements in education were unlikely without "holistic" or "comprehensive" change, i.e., unless the different "practices" or separate "pieces" were compatible and mutually reinforcing in a "synergistic" way.\textsuperscript{5} They further assumed that a school system can be neatly described and made to work coherently. The ESP description explained that change must "include but not be limited to" the "five major" parts of a school system: "curriculum development, community participation, staff development, administration, and organization"\textsuperscript{6} if there was coordination across these five parts of the system, coherent change would result. Based on this assumption, the federal ESP staff required school districts to define their plan for change via an "educational concept" or "central theme" representing the district's plans to get from what exists at present to what education ought to be in terms of its needs and aspirations."\textsuperscript{7}
The Local Response

Local approaches to the program differed substantially from federal reformers' hopes. As one federal monitor reported, local sites, especially those in rural areas, could not grasp the meaning of comprehensive change. In response, federal monitors often treated local personnel "like graduate students who had a dissertation to defend." Another federal monitor touched on the heart of the difference in federal and local conceptions of change when she said that local projects "refused to think of pieces as interlocking parts." Local practice simply did not reflect the coherence assumed in the federal notion of comprehensive change.

Problems at the Administrative Level

Local administrators typically interpreted comprehensive change in terms of local needs and operations. One superintendent involved in curriculum reform explained that he was attracted to the program because it "looked broad enough so that we could attack any curriculum problem we could find." He related comprehensiveness only to curriculum; and he chose curriculum from some sense of its compatibility with current work in the school district. He went on to say that "what is comprehensive in math is that it is K-12, what is comprehensive in history is that it is community-wide in developing (sic)._" He was perplexed and perturbed, like others in his position, when ESP Washington rejected his proposed program. He summed up the problem by saying that the Washington program director was "hard on comprehensive change... and no matter what we told him it was never comprehensive... He did not want us to just buy text-
books, he wanted us to think bigger." The superintendent was never sure what "bigger" was. At the local level, changing the curriculum seemed a sweeping and "comprehensive" reform program. From the federal perspective, however, change in all five areas, not just curriculum change, seemed essential.

Local administrators in another site ran into similar problems. Asked what he understood by comprehensive change, the superintendent replied that he "blocked on the word" because he had "spent so many months at it." He added that the "feds" kept demanding that the district define comprehensiveness, but that "the game [the district] got into was a series of Title III projects." These were piecemeal educational innovations such as individualized curricula or supplementary service centers. They reflected little joint decision making, for the local project directors confined themselves to their own projects. This was precisely what federal reformers did not intend: instead of a single coherent program of district-wide reform, they found ESP supporting piecemeal local projects, running independently of one another without common focus.

In another site, the superintendent was preoccupied with expanding existing federally funded local projects. In proposals to ESP, he sought to connect a number of these by explaining that "comprehensiveness" lay in the "optimum learning environment" of the school. But the connection between projects was defined only vaguely and retrospectively, and involved little decision making across projects. His newsletter elaborated on his interpretation of comprehensiveness: the "proposed [ESP] project could mean that many federal projects now operating ... would be expanded into an
operational district-wide setup. The stress is not on developing a new program but upon operating the many programs now established throughout the district.

Once again, then, the local definition of comprehensive change rested on what was already occurring in the school district. Like most definitions offered, it was confusing. One reason for this is that the concept itself is indistinct. Another is that local administrators attempted to unify unrelated activities by means of words designed to satisfy federal monitors. But if the words portrayed a broad program of integrated change, the local projects actually consisted of incremental modifications of existing projects, little related to one another. One superintendent discussed his view of ESP Washington's negative reaction: he felt that the project director of the National Institute of Education (NIE) "harped" on the fact that his proposed program was not "comprehensive." He saw the expansion of activities across the district as promising comprehensive change because it touched on so many areas of practice, disjointed though they were. The federal staff, by contrast, saw his program as an attempt to make disconnected projects appear to be a coherent whole.

Conflict over the meaning of comprehensive change was thus a persistent feature of the program. Local administrators continually proposed plans to incrementally modify varied and often unrelated existing endeavors, while the federal staff wanted all endeavors to reflect an overall, consistent, district-wide plan, and a big change in the way of doing business. Having won ESP grants primarily because they had shown a willingness to make comprehensive change, local sites could produce no specific plans to that end. For one thing, local operations themselves had not the coherence that would support such a plan. Moreover, local managers
were unsure what comprehensive change was. They proposed and reproposed programs of change; the federal ESP rejected them as lacking the coherence required for comprehensive change. As one superintendent reported, after rewriting his district plan several times he "did not know whether [it] was finally right or not, but I guess it was because they approved it." 15

Another project director, asked about comprehensiveness, explained, "We never did resolve that damned thing, we never had any agreement on what it meant." 16 In at least one case, a local site refused to rewrite its plans after several attempts. 17 As a last resort, the federal ESP staff often just approved the most recent plan, hoping that local understanding of a comprehensive approach might grow as the program proceeded. The program had to be maintained, even if local projects were wanting.

The difference in approaches to change was also manifest in local sites' inability to offer acceptable central themes for their projects. The federal staff intended that theme to be a common basis for changes in different parts of the school system, in conformity with their assumption that comprehensiveness would assure a new coherence in local practice. Yet a central theme consistently eluded local practitioners. Administrators saw potential change occurring not in accordance with any single theme, but rather in various ways in different parts of the school system. One local project director, in explaining federal rejection of his plan, confessed that he "did not know what [the program] was all about, except there was supposed to be a theme for the project." He went on, "Every time we came up with something, [the federal monitor] did not think it was what it was supposed to be. And I just did not know what she wanted. Every time I
submit a theme, one sentence mind you, she rejected it."

The federal ESP staff saw proposed themes as either too vague (e.g., "individualization") or so specific (e.g., curriculum reform) that they ran counter to the notion of coherent change involving the five elements of the school system. To local administrators, the requirement for a central theme was a contrived rationale for different programs and activities only tenuously related to one another—an academic exercise. To the ESP Washington staff, the theme was to indicate the main direction of a district-wide program of change.

Ironically, local incoherence was to some extent fostered by federal managers. Local administrators used ESP to support various specific efforts at change, because they were pressed to support many different activities and projects in their districts: typically there were more local requests for project support than could be supported. Yet federal ESP staff kept exhorting local administrators toward broad community involvement in the change process, because they believed that this would promote coherence. Federal officials did not seem to realize that, given the considerable autonomy of sub-units in local school systems, the greater the number of local participants involved the more disparate and incoherent the program would become. One superintendent commented: "The [ESP staff in Washington] kept saying that we were not opening it up enough, but we thought we had opened it up too much." For the local administration it was a Catch-22 predicament: the more accessible ESP was made to the district, the more diverse and numerous were the requests by those seeking support for their particular pro-
grams. Thus as local administrators complied with federal demands for greater local participation, the program was increasingly shaped by local groups' diverse interests.

Problems at the School Level

Some of the reasons why local sites did not perform up to federal expectations can be seen in principals' and teachers' responses to ESP. Principals within school districts had diverse conceptions of ESP, only loosely connected to those of central administrators. In one site, where the central administration's "theme" was humanism and individualization, a principal explained: "We kept getting the words of humanism and individualization, but I think nobody had the same meaning about what we meant." A principal in another district explained that for him or anyone else, the central administration's notion of the program was "hard to say in a detailed sense without lots of false statements and misunderstandings." Another principal recalled, "It soon became obvious to me that [the local project director] did not know what was going on and the other principals did not know either. So he would keep asking us [what our ESP project was about] because he did not know." The diverse ways in which principals within a school district thought about change were due partly to the fact that different changes were desired in different schools. Operating largely independently of one another, principals had little reason to want to understand, let alone to rely upon other principals' thoughts about ESP. Their interest was limited to what was feasible in their school. As one principal remarked, "At first I thought the project was
offering a lot of work I did not need. But then I realized that I
could do lots of things I did not see before.23 Another principal
said that he saw the program "as an opportunity to develop different
programs we could not get from other federal agencies."24 Typically,
local change was seen only in terms of a principal's own school and
was thus inconsistent with federal notions of district-wide "syner-
gistic" efforts at "comprehensive change."

Teachers' reactions were similar. Often they
didn't even know about comprehensive change, despite the efforts of
some principals and central administrators to explain the program.
One senior federal monitor, after visiting a highly regarded project
after a year of operation, reported disdainfully, "My speech to the
teachers regarding the central theme of experimental schools and of
the local concerns clearly was the first time they had heard of com-
prehensiveness."25 In addition, teachers' views of ESP generally
had little to do with what central adminis-
trators or principals had in mind. The program often
was of no interest at all. One teacher commented,
"I'm not into this alternative thing [the 'theme' of her site]; that
is their bag. I am into the classroom and do my own thing there."26
Another was "sure good things came out of it," but could not identify what they
might be.27 And among those teachers who thought they were working in ESP--many
didn't even know it--each one's activities seemed little related to what
other teachers in the school were doing. As one teacher explained,
"From what observation I have made, I have seen as much variety
going on in one school as there is in any single program [of school-
wide change]. But since ultimately the change took place at the classroom level, in accordance with each teacher's interpretation, even school-wide change often proved illusory. According to one ESP project staff member, "Everybody worked like hell--like horses pulling in different directions."  

Some inertia was certainly involved. Teachers wanted to continue what they were doing before ESP, and they did. As one teacher put it, "For the most part, everybody protected the status quo... after the initial thrust everybody protected what they had." Others were hostile or simply apathetic toward change efforts initiated by central administrators or principals. One teacher described the feeling in her school as wanting to be left alone, and was herself "downright negative" to ESP. A curriculum coordinator explained, in rather typical fashion, what happened when the new curriculum was brought into her school: "Some of the kids were going to get a self-concept and self-awareness (sic) so they brought all sorts of material but little came of it." A classroom teacher said sarcastically that of several new curriculum reforms tried in her school, "The one that had the most success and made the biggest single contribution was the Pullman Manual for Physical Education." She meant that while only a few teachers used the new curriculum, the Pullman Manual succeeded because there was only one physical education teacher, who used it.

Problems at the Federal Level

The unexpected variety of images and interpretations evoked by ESP at the local level was troublesome for federal managers. Some
ESP staffers couldn't figure out whether various activities in a local site were related, or "comprehensive." Nor did federal reformers agree among themselves whether what was occurring in a site was significant or not—or in some cases whether anything was happening at all. After a site visit, one federal monitor commented upon another monitor's perceptions of a prized site, believed to be successfully making significant comprehensive change. Her memo explained that, contrary to her fellow monitor's perceptions, "the local project certainly was not comprehensive and, further, no one involved in writing the plan, executing it, administering it, watching it, was aware of what comprehensive change meant." She concluded that in this site ESP had produced little change that was not occurring before the program.

Conflict and confusion were not limited to the staff. Even the first director of NIE, after assuming responsibility for ESP from the U.S. Office of Education, was unclear about the program and the meaning of comprehensive change. In an interview he stated that he had never understood "what Binswanger [the ESP director] was getting at with his notion of comprehensive change." It struck him as "more an experiment in government funding and intervention techniques rather than an experiment in educational concepts and techniques." He further explained that the program had already failed when he took it over; and that it continued because, as with other programs of reform, terminating it was a "political impossibility." Nonetheless, ESP program staffers held to the view that
ESP failed for the same reason earlier reform efforts had failed: local resistance to federal plans and intentions. Local sites, they held, were unwilling to change as their central administrations had at first promised. Instead, according to one federal monitor, local sites had "done what [they] needed"—that is, used the program to meet local needs. Others saw local sites simply as "ripping off" the government, or engaging in activities that were "fraudulent." As one senior federal monitor said, reflecting on the program, "I would do it again but with [local] people who believed in it."
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III. FEDERAL VS. LOCAL UNITS OF PRACTICE

One essential part of the ESP idea was to insure local commitment by insuring local control. The federal managers assumed that if local administrators felt that the program was their own, they would do a better job. The federal ESP staff saw their primary task as giving control to local administrators, and holding them accountable for implementing the programs. This, of course, assumed that comprehensive change in a district could be managed in a centralized way—that control lay in the central administration. This idea made a certain kind of sense for federal practitioners, for the unit of their practice was the program; how could they deal with each local school individually? But the control of local central administrators is limited: the units of local practice are schools and classrooms, which are at least semi-autonomous. Local administrators cannot manage school districts without permitting a great deal of autonomy for teachers and principals. In managing the ESP program, they followed this pattern, delegating control to the school level, and acquiescing in principals' and teachers' plans for change. In the decentralized organization of local practice, the operations needed to insure the interest and participation of the local units conflicted with the federal assumption that district-wide change could be centrally managed.

Local Control as Federal Policy

At the time of ESP's inception, fostering local autonomy was encouraged in federal policy circles. The previous decade's experience had convinced many federal reformers that simply "laying on money in the name of doing good" did not solve social problems. Moreover, local educators had been complaining about the insensitivity and domination
of the federal bureaucracy. Federal reformers were accused of alienating local school practitioners and suffocating local commitment in their programs for educational change. The federal director of ESP, Robert Binswanger, was particularly aware of these concerns and committed to local control. One of his colleagues explained that it was this aspect of ESP which "turned [Binswanger] on." Binswanger wanted "to have a program which was really responsive to local schools--to give a good idea a try--not that it would necessarily work, but to try, and he would protect it from the feds." Tom Glennan, the first director of NIE, explained that ESP had emerged from a Congressional climate in which federal control of local programs was being severely criticized: "Schools should be able to do what they want." Another member of NIE, formerly on the ESP staff in Washington, said that ESP was conceived at a time when any concept that included local control was popular.

ESP program staffers believed that local control was consistent with comprehensive local reform. They simply assumed that there was a locus of control from which LEAs could be directed. For example, when ESP sought out local districts interested in a "comprehensive" reform program, recruitment concentrated only on school superintendents. They were seen as the key to local action, and their state of mind was regarded as critical. The views, comments, and wishes of principals and teachers were not even explored.

To insure their administrative control, ESP staff proposed a "rigorous" system of monitoring, while emphasizing that such a system "must respect and support the local project design." ESP
monitors were to work directly with local central administrators in a "partnership." It remained unclear how federal partners were to respect local control if the project did not conform to federal expectations.

Local Control vs. Federal Ambitions

Earlier federal reform programs had been plagued by a lack of local commitment to federal program plans, and by consequent attempts by federal executives to change local programs. Although ESP was designed to overcome this problem, it didn't. The more zealously federal reformers tried to encourage implementation of ESP, the more they interfered with local autonomy, and the greater was local resentment. As one superintendent remarked, "[The federal ESP staff] were attempting to take complete control of a school district through an ESP program by their own methods without regard to the wishes and practices of the school district."

There was conflict between the federal ESP staff and local practitioners from the outset. The latter were understandably interested in obtaining grants, and to this end wished to please ESP Washington. Some had received planning grants based on brief initial letters of interest. But the proposals they then prepared under these grants were more serious than the letters, and had to fit with the local organization. This made it difficult to achieve the comprehensiveness and coherence ESP wanted. As one superintendent explained, the district "wanted it to be our program, but we could never write anything acceptable to [ESP Washington]." Eventually, after several frustrating encounters with the federal ESP staff, this superintendent
simply called the federal project monitor so that she "could tell us the words she wanted us to say." This, of course, involved at least a nominal loss of autonomy, as it eliminated control of project design by local participants. A project director in another site said of his proposal writing: "My problem was that-the more they demanded . . . [comprehensive] change, the further it took ownership away from those who developed the project; and the more they asked me to rewrite, the more isolated I became from the staff, because I was really bastardizing their work."

Here and elsewhere, principals and teachers began to resent local administrators, because of what seemed a loss of autonomy. One principal explained, "Like most teachers, I kind of felt that it was a program being pushed on them." And federal pressure often placed local administrators in a position in which they had to make their projects appear to be something they are not. As one project director put it: "Binswanger had a way of telling us what we would want . . . [His] thing was to get the district to 'do what they wanted,' yet to get the money we had to lie," by making the district seem more coordinated than it really was.

The problems did not diminish as the program took shape. As one local project director said, "We thought it was going to be no government interference and we could do what we wanted with the money. Instead there was constant harassment and interference." One superintendent was initially enthusiastic about what he described as the government's notion of "non-interference" in development of his program. But after he went to Washington--as he thought, to sign
the agreement for funds--he reported: "[ESP Washington] tore our budget apart while we sat there completely unprepared. They threw out this and that and tried to tell us what we needed to do for the money." But what Washington told its local partners often did not fit local plans for reform. Federal insistence on community involvement, for example, meant more demands on and less control for local central administrators. As one superintendent explained, "One of the typical problems with the program was that the federal government wanted the community involved, but the community represents such a diverse population that its involvement only created different factions of interest who wanted different things to happen in school."14

In one site, in fact, federal officials saw the failure of local administrators to involve the community in proposal writing as a prime problem. The superintendent explained; "NIE kept pushing the community school idea." He felt that they had already involved the community too much, whereas "NIE kept pushing for more."15 One federal ESP staff member, after a day of argument with local administrators over their initial proposal, wrote his own proposal outline. Local administrators followed that outline in the next proposal they submitted, and it was approved shortly thereafter.16 But what "their" proposal promised was no longer what they had intended. In another case, the federal ESP staff wanted every school in the district to be included in the program, but, as the superintendent explained, there were great difficulties "in trying to get different schools together, because every school wanted to do their own thing." Federal insistence on local involvement reduced local administrators' ability to initiate
change where they thought it might succeed,\(^\text{17}\) and reduced central control even more.

Local administrators were often bewildered by federal efforts to shape their projects. According to one superintendent, the ESP staff "cut some components" of local projects "because they were not in some way, a way I cannot define, consistent with what NIE wanted."\(^\text{18}\) And a local project director reported: "We would ask [ESP Washington] what to do and they would say, 'you determine it.' And then after we would, they would say it was not right and not give us the money. It was really a Catch-22."\(^\text{19}\)

Local administrators felt that their autonomy was being compromised. They were being told to develop their own programs at the same time as federal reformers pressed them to meet federal notions about how the change should occur. Washington consistently demanded a coordinated program that ran against the grain of the decentralized local organization. And the tension between federal and local staff was exacerbated because federal administrators seemed unaware of this divergence between federal and local practice.

These conflicts arose mainly from the federal assumption that change could be centrally managed in localities. Yet even when the problems of this belief became apparent, federal reformers never lost their conviction that the local central administration was the key to program coordination. This gave rise to further problems, for federal ESP staff thought it followed that, if control was not being adequately exercised, the local administration was responsible. Thus if reform did not live up to...
expectations, the logical next step was for federal practitioners to fink with the local administration. This they did. One superintendent related how his appointment of a project director, who later became a HEW division director, was vetoed by the federal program staff. He was told that his choice was rejected because "she had conceptualized the program and was not able to implement it in an objective fashion." According to the superintendent in another site, the federal monitor tried to secure the resignation of the project director, to whom NIE attributed difficulties with the program, by threatening to withdraw funds. And the federal staff tried to influence local administrative organization as well as staff. One superintendent reported that the federal program director had ordered what the superintendent described as "reorganizing the whole administration." His response was, "I was the [superintendent] and I was not about to change our organization." Not understanding the reason for this intervention, he saw it simply as a direct contradiction of promises of non-interference by the federal program director. It certainly seemed an odd way to promote local control.

Local administrators often did not share federal monitors' views of the program, and they did not believe that federal objections could be met through federal intervention in the school district. Nearly all local administrators saw their authority
being undermined. As one superintendent explained, after he had been asked to remove the original project director: "On the bright side, it had the effect of unifying the principal and the staff of [the district] because they felt they had been done in by NIE," but it did not enhance local commitment to the ESP project.

Federal actions thus belied ESP assertions about commitment to local control. Some local administrators gradually abandoned their attempts to maintain control of the program. Where federal monitors were active, local control tended to erode, and with it local commitment. Federal practitioners, for their part, would not or could not accept the decentralized organization of local school districts. They saw the lack of coordination as the result of weakness of will, or intelligence, or both. The federal ESP staff saw local control as a desirable reform of past federal practice, because it would promote local commitment to comprehensive change. But control at the local level is decentralized. While the Washington ESP staff believed that change could occur at a superintendent's direction, local teachers and principals exercise much control independent of the central administration. Managing a local district consists in large part in accommodating these diverse local interests. As a result, ESP, like other federal education programs, took a variety of local shapes. But the Washington staff saw this as a failure of local leadership, while local administrators saw it as an essential feature of their work.

Late in the life of ESP, one senior federal ESP staff member reported that she still saw nothing wrong with the notions of comprehensive change and local control—the problem was in local implementation. What ESP
had needed, she said, was more sincere, dedicated, and capable local school staff.\textsuperscript{24}
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IV. KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE

Federal school reformers believed that change could be greatly facilitated by new knowledge. They considered the everyday knowledge and skill of local practice to be deficient, and thought that scientific knowledge could help to improve practice. The notion that social science would be useful to local practice and federal policy makers was enthusiastically accepted in the late 1950s and 1960s.

But efforts to improve federal programs and local practice through social science consistently fell short, both in providing information helpful to management and in determining the success of programs. Thus, the 1960s were marked by repeated efforts to improve the application of social science to education. The ESP was one such improvement. It was cited in HEW Secretary Robert Finch's opening comments to the House Committee on Education as one of several programs that were to address earlier scientific shortcomings.1 One year later, President Nixon, in his message to Congress on "Reform and Renewal" in education, described the ESP as the "missing bridge between educational research and actual practice." The ESP was seen as the prototype of research programs to be contained in the newly proposed NIE.2

The ESP staff saw their mission as part of NIE's proposed response to the "general criticism" of educational reform that had been "extended to include previous research . . . "3 The ESP staff reasoned that past evaluations "had failed to capitalize on the opportunity to contribute to the knowledge base" because they used traditional social science methods: they typically looked only at outcomes, and found "no significant differences." Being ignorant about what had actually occurred in school programs, these evaluations offered little useful information on the change efforts themselves.4
The ESP staff argued that the deficiencies in program evaluation could be rectified by a different and stronger commitment to social science. This was apparent first in its apportionment of 25% to 30% of the program funds for evaluation. Second, this evaluation, unlike others, was not to be conducted on a "fly-in fly-out basis." It promised to use and develop "new and improved research and evaluation strategies" that would be closely attuned to the process of change in schools—how it worked, why it went well or badly, and what helped or hurt. This in turn would allow: "(1) significant improvement in the knowledge base concerning formal education; (2) better understanding of the processes of change in education; (3) more satisfactory investigation into the effectiveness of schooling; (4) the generation of programmatic information that will be of immediate use to practitioners." There was a pervasive belief that local practice could be refined by supplanting or supplementing practitioners' knowledge and skills with social science, and that this could be achieved by using scientific techniques that were "innovative" and "experimental in conceptualization, approach and practice." How the evaluation was to be conducted was less clear; but that social science was the appropriate tool with which to reform local practice was aggressively asserted.

Two characteristics of the evaluation showed the direction of intended reforms. "First, the program required a research vehicle which would maximize what one could learn from a collection of field experiments—summative evaluation and documentation (that is, knowledge about the degree to which 'comprehensive change' was occurring in any school district); and second, the program required the support
of an evaluation designed to assist in the improvement of programs and projects while they were in the process of development and operation—"formative evaluation." The evaluation of ESP was to have two related reform criteria: the innovative methods to be used and the new type of information to be produced; and improved management of federal programs at the federal and local levels through the use of program-related information supplied by ESP's evaluation.

To that end, an elaborate three-tiered evaluation scheme was proposed. The major evaluation component (termed "on-site" or "level II" project evaluation) was to be conducted by private firms of professional social scientists. It was to account for two thirds of the monies spent on the evaluation and to address the main federal concern: to improve local practice by producing a new type of social science knowledge on the process of local change, which would help improve program management.

The ESP staff was particularly concerned with past social science efforts to determine the criteria and judgments about the outcomes of schooling. "Many studies," an early ESP staff memo stated, "can be criticized on the ground that they have equated measurement of a relatively narrow band of cognitive skills with the outcomes of schooling." To address this concern, the ESP evaluation sought "alternative strategies for research" that would "not only have to develop broad-based measures," but would also "have to study particular phenomena over sufficient time and in sufficient depth to allow for more costly methods of behavioral observation as well as paper and pencil tests." The ESP program staff was also concerned that "variables which are traditionally studied have not been adequate
in explaining differences" in local school change efforts. It was therefore proposed that ESP develop a research strategy having "a different and probably more qualitative set of variables to measure differences between schools." By so doing, the ESP staff thought they could figure out what made change work, and thus how to improve local practice.  

The information to be produced by the level II evaluation was therefore to be useful to federal and local decision makers. The ESP staff held that if the evaluation, which sought to serve decision makers, was accurate, then it would ipso facto be useful to decision makers. But this assumed that social science knowledge would be preferred to the knowledge that was ordinarily used in local decision making. It was simply assumed that social science knowledge was superior to ordinary or professional knowledge, and thus would be used in decision making.  

The second way in which social science knowledge was to improve local program management was through "level I" or "local project" evaluation, "performed by or under the direction of local project personnel" and complementing the level II effort. It constituted a small part of local site budgets and was to be "formative"--i.e., "oriented primarily toward operational decision making and planning." Level I evaluation was to satisfy local project needs "to improve the ongoing operations of a particular project." And it was to minimize the political controversies that had arisen over evaluations in the past. An ESP memo explained, "There is a natural conflict between the needs of a long-term study and the needs of project participants for immediate help, therefore if one wishes to insure both purposes are
served, there are advantages to separating them.\textsuperscript{15} It was also thought that locally based evaluation would "seem to be more effective and to have more local credibility."\textsuperscript{16}

The third evaluation level was the least developed but most ambitious. Level III was intended to aid, pull together, and summarize the other two levels. It was intended to look "across projects... to provide technical/professional assistance and cross-fertilization; to provide informed criticism of the methods and conclusions from each level [of the evaluation], to derive and implement evaluation approaches and models that may be used to assess the merit of comprehensive experimentation, and to identify and formulate evaluation problems which may be turned over to basic research programs for investigation.\textsuperscript{17} ESP Washington thought that the major "users" of such an evaluation would be federal policy makers, who would be able to replicate elsewhere the successful programs and evaluation methods identified by it.

Thus all three evaluation levels rested on certain assumptions about the information each level would provide and the ways in which it would actually assist practice. There was no clarity about how the evaluation was to be implemented, but two central notions were plain enough: it was to produce new knowledge on the local change process; and, through application of that new knowledge in federal and local practice, evaluation would facilitate local reform.

Yet the federal assumption that comprehensive change could be evaluated presented an immediate obstacle to plans for the evaluation.
Since the notion of comprehensive change was itself very unclear, those asked to assess it did not know what to do. This provoked arguments over the definition of comprehensiveness and how to evaluate it, frustration at the enormity of the evaluation task itself, and instability in the evaluation staff. In the end, this innovative evaluation produced rather weak results. It gradually became more traditional, its methods more familiar, and its aims less ambitious.

Struggles with Comprehensive Change and Holistic Evaluation

To improve upon the limited success of past social science evaluations, the ESP evaluation sought to understand better "how the process of change takes place," and to provide practitioners with knowledge about program outcomes. One of its major components was a novel anthropological/ethnographic approach that would allow on-site researchers to study and report on the local change process as it occurred. This documentation of the "natural history" of the project was to deal with the project as a totality. The interrelationship among the components of the project and the nature of the forcing [sic] functions, which promote or inhibit successful project development, are to be identified and assessed with respect to relative influence or impact.

It was hoped that such a method of study would provide social science knowledge more useful than that generated by the quantitative focus of previous outcome evaluations, because it would include all aspects of local change and not be narrowly circumscribed by quantitative methods. The expected "holistic" information about the local change process could then be used by federal ESP program managers, as well as by others who wanted to reform local practice.
While a qualitative approach was emphasized, statistical studies also were required. The federal plan was "to include but not be limited to student achievement, attitudes, staff performance and other more traditional categories of evaluation." But as the federal director of the evaluation pointed out, the aim was "to learn how the process of change took place"; he was personally convinced that there was little in conventional quantitative evaluation that was worth doing. This more traditional criterion in the Request for Proposal (RFP) was apparently due to pressure from the HEW office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, which, in the view of ESP staffers, "did not think an evaluation without pre- and post-testing data was an evaluation." The burden of devising the non-traditional approach to evaluation fell on the shoulders of the level II contractors. The RFP articulated this assumption: "... in the course of the ESP, many needs will be identified for the development of approaches to evaluating educational settings. . . . As the new approaches and tools are developed, it is expected that they will be tried in the field by the evaluation and documentation contractors." Once federal ambitions for ESP evaluation were translated into an RFP, potential level II contractors came forward with a hopeful and accepting reaction. They expanded the already grandiose federal plans for ESP. Responses typically expressed awareness of the failure of past evaluations, and made vague promises to use social science methods to produce more fruitful knowledge on the local change process. One level II document phrased this in the following...
Evaluative researchers have relied primarily on mathematical models (the traditional research models of sociology and psychology) to judge the success or failure of educational programs. This [mathematical] approach to evaluation, which is too narrow in focus and has limited evaluators' ability to do more than speculate about program results, led to the general state of dissatisfaction of those being evaluated. In its place, this contractor promised a more qualitatively oriented evaluation. One proposal even offered a line of inquiry so novel that it would help create a new profession: "In recent years, evaluation has become a technical specialty with associated methodologies, canons of procedure, fairly abstract bodies of knowledge and theory and accumulated experience, a set of more or less renowned practitioners and a vested interest in developing all of these further. Our own evaluation efforts are expected to make a contribution to this rapidly growing field which threatens or promises to provide grounds for a new and distinct profession." The evaluation, then, was to build social science knowledge on educational change. But in the absence of a usable definition of that phenomenon, level II contractors quickly came to see the ESP program aim--comprehensive change--as an impossible target for evaluation. As one level II contractor explained, "You must recognize from the outset that this situation made it difficult to do research in a way which would qualify as research to the outside." Another contractor, explaining the low level of productivity in his evaluation, said that the notion of comprehensive change was only "a metaphor" with "no reality" in the world of social science research. A former member of a level
II contractor's staff explained that the original RFP was "awfully vague" and he "did not know how much time [his firm] spent debating comprehensive change." Another member of the same firm added that his firm later "pushed NIE to define it." A staff member of another contractor referred to the difficulty by saying that "the lack of a defined treatment really came home to roost because it was difficult to know what to measure in terms of outcomes." And to make matters worse, many level II evaluators felt unable to share their doubt about comprehensive change with their client.

The same problem arose in the "ethnographic" component of the level II evaluation. One level II staff member called most of his own work "essentially meaningless in the context of the program." He explained that what ethnographic reporting was done was hard to relate to documenting "comprehensive change," since that notion was so ill-defined. The director of a level II evaluation touched on the problems of communication with federal program people over this issue when he said, "We talked a lot with NIE about the trouble of trying to use NIE's five facets and that we would have preference for social science categories, but that was another area of negotiation." This comment went to the root of the problem: the contractor found the federal ESP notions problematic, but the federal staff did not.

One resulting problem was a lack of federal criteria and coherent guidance for ESP evaluation. Federal managers wanted the evaluation to provide a "holistic" view of local change efforts, yet they didn't know what this meant. They knew only what they didn't want, and seemed to think that by naming an alternative they had created one.
But to call evaluation holistic provides neither criteria for judging what is or is not, nor guidance for how to do research. Given this lack of guidance, and given that not all aspects of local change efforts could be studied, level II contractors had a problem: which aspects to evaluate, and how? There were no consistent answers for any one contractor, nor consistent answers among them. Indeed, the problem was compounded by the federal ESP staff's interest in exploring various features of comprehensive change. These features changed from time to time and from monitor to monitor, and this created more uncertainty for the level II staffs. Level II contractors were continually trying to do too much at once, or too little, or the wrong thing, or some combination of these. The evaluation was never given a central focus, and as a consequence, work floundered.

Numerous conflicts and debates arose, over what aspects of local change efforts might be appropriate for study, and with what social science tools. But once level II contractors decided these matters in some way, they placed limits on the work, and then federal ESP staff could see evaluation efforts that were incomplete and too specific—for there were always more aspects of local change to be studied. Level II contractors, with the limited tools of social science, and limited time, simply could not provide the "holism"—that fantasized complete picture of local change—that the federal staff dreamed of.

The ensuing demands placed upon level II contractors contributed to instability, confusion, and even capriciousness in the evaluation. The rate of turnover of project directors was high: six of the seven
original directors resigned during the course of ESP. Turnover rates for other level II staff were also high. The lack of criteria for evaluation also allowed federal monitors to change their theoretical and methodological priorities continually. As one level II staff member explained, "ESP had a history of flip-flopping 180°, and as the project officers changed, so did the direction given to the evaluations." Another contractor mentioned the same problem: "Each federal project monitor had their [sic] own idea of what the rural school evaluation should look like. Consequently, they kept asking for changes that would suit their impressions. But often their changes had not been agreed upon earlier... and since they could not easily be defined to third party researchers, we stuck to our design." Other contractors, not so self-assured, often changed their design and data collection procedures in response to the demands of a federal monitor.

This situation made it difficult for contractors to formulate evaluation plans that were acceptable to federal reformers. Contractors often had to rewrite evaluation proposals—in one case, a proposal had to be rewritten four times in one and a half years; it was never approved and the contract was eventually put up for rebidding. The difficulties continued throughout the early part of the project. Several level II contractors were never able to produce an acceptable plan, even years after the evaluation was under way. In fact, two of the seven evaluation contracts were put up for rebidding.

In these circumstances there was constant friction between federal ESP staff and level II contractors. The ESP staff saw a great discrepancy
between what they wanted and what contractors produced, and they saw contractors as incompetent, mercenary, or both. One monitor explained rather simplistically that the contractors were motivated by greed and had little "core" interest in the possible fruits of such research. Another common view was that ESP had given "the wrong people contracts," people who "could not deal with the freedom built into the design." While the latter comment has some basis, it cannot explain the often disastrously poor quality of the evaluation reports, the inconsistent federal management of the evaluation, or the connection between the two.

These problems did nothing to improve the evaluation. In several cases, level II contractors, facing the difficulties of trying to formulate an acceptable approach to the evaluation, decided that comprehensive change could not be evaluated. They gradually abandoned the non-traditional and qualitative for the more familiar quantitative social science methods. As one level II staffer explained, "NIE seemed so muddled about certain things, we felt the only thing we could do was try and publish so that the social science community would know what we were doing." Another said it more simply: he and his colleagues just "did their own thing and nobody knew what the right thing was." Given training and professional values, "their own thing" often turned out to be traditional social science.

Thus in many level II evaluation reports, a major element of the federal evaluation plan--documentation of the change process through ethnographic/anthropological methods--yielded to the infamous traditional quantitative approach. In one level II urban evaluation, studies and reports were based on familiar social science categories: "Student Achievement," "Attitude Instrument Study," "Language Dominance Assessment," "Socio-Cultural Bias of California Test of Basic

In ESP's closing years, this shift in emphasis from non-traditional and qualitative to more conventional and quantitative methods found a parallel at the federal level. Federal ESP staff became aware that they were not receiving the novel information and insights expected from the evaluation, that in fact they were receiving a very small return on their investment altogether. With the prospect of having little to show for an innovative and costly evaluation, they tended to emphasize a more traditional quantitative approach, which at least might yield some credible results.44

This search for credibility at the federal level was intensified by the transfer of ESP, from the Office of Education to the newly established and research-oriented NIE, one and a half years after ESP's start.45 One program officer explained the transfer as a declaration of "open season on ESP," adding that nobody in ESP, though, really knew how "to play the research game." She was referring to the ESP staff's lack of social science knowledge required to defend the evaluation. She also argued that "ESP was like boiling an egg—you cannot keep pulling it out of the water every five seconds to see..."
how it is doing." Her views were to no avail. Another federal staff member also noted that pressure was growing: "People at NIE felt that the only way you could justify anything is from hard data or ... they would not think it was a responsible evaluation." Almost by accident, then, the transfer created a point of convergence for level II contractors and ESP Washington staffers that had not previously existed. In one case, a level II contractor suggested, and had approved by ESP Washington, a major reorganization of the study three years after its conception, which cut back on the ethnographic research and offered a more rigorous traditional study of pupil change (in ESP and non-ESP districts). This new orientation toward a quantitative rather than a qualitative study was a substantial departure from the initial intentions of the federal ESP staff, but it did respond to new Washington ideas about evaluation.

Despite federal efforts to improve the evaluation, its products remained undistinguished. The ethnographic work was typically descriptive and had little analytical content. For the most part, the level II staff tried to record and "document" what occurred in the different parts of a school system. The reports seemed to focus arbitrarily on certain events or aspects of a district, describing activities in various schools in a somewhat journalistic fashion. This was not the disciplined analysis and observation expected in research; neither was it the focused picture of events found in good reporting. It was, instead, often vague, diffuse, and undisciplined by any analytic frame. It offered few insights into comprehensive or any other local change processes.
The later and more traditional quantitative work suffered from other limitations. Understandably, it lacked a definition of the experimental school "treatment" studied; the treatment was unspecified, or only vaguely indicated, in most level II reports. In one instance, an evaluation employed a series of comparison studies of ESP treatment and non-ESP control students, yet there was no discussion of how, or on what basis, the treatment and control groups were determined. Another contractor was simply unable to define a treatment, and left the issue unclear in proposals and reports. In yet another case, a seemingly measurable treatment was chosen, but it had no relationship to the federal program notion: the level II contractor, after various efforts to define a feasible ES treatment, decided on the definition of "dollars delivered to schools." Other reports explained simply that the ESP local project staff "designated certain grades" as experiencing ES treatment; or that ES students represented a sample "not in the sense that they were systematically chosen but that they are a subset of the total number of students who were available for retesting or who were actually tested." In one study, control schools were selected on the basis of geographic proximity to ES treatment schools and willingness to participate in the study.

Even when student populations were identified (by whatever unscientific means), they characteristically became unstable, or incomplete, in what they were to represent. In one study, 263 students were tested out of an initial population of 862 "ES students." The report also implied that there was no assurance that these 263
students were part of the initial ES population, owing to poor records on student enrollment, absenteeism, turnover, and dropouts. Another report explained that the total number of students tested in the treatment and control groups ranged from 50% to 85% of their respective total populations identified each year over a four-year period. There was no indication that the students in either group were part of the original first-year sample.

Some level II contractors simply did not produce reports, in part because of their own awareness of such severe shortcomings as those cited above. Rather than produce work of poor quality, they chose to submit no reports, or purely theoretical reports on social science research issues only vaguely related to ESP. A memo from an NIE evaluation monitor indicates this tendency in a level II contractor's work two years into the evaluation. It reads: "As was feared...the conceptual model for organizational studies and analysis continued to be very abstract and failed to deal with the concrete operationalization of the research dimension. At this point the model itself as well as...[the] ability to implement it remains unknown." The work of the level II contractors was summed up by a potential contractor bidding for the level III evaluation. The proposal read:

No mechanism presently operates for returning to the research community or policy makers anything more than an expensive set of case studies on local history.
In summary, the attempt to produce new knowledge on local change was a fiasco. One reason for this was naivete about social science methods on the part of the federal ESP staff. Another was the problem of evaluating comprehensive change, or of carrying out a "holistic" evaluation. In addition, there was weak federal management of and guidance for the evaluation, due in good measure to the combination of grandiose and naive thinking that marked the program's management. ESP's major promise—that change can be comprehensive, and that it can be evaluated holistically with social science methods—remained unfulfilled. The evaluation reports produced by level II contractors were, with a few exceptions, completely undistinguished, and many were an embarrassment.

Management and Knowledge

This social science knowledge also was supposed to improve federal and local management. The ESP staff reasoned that past evaluations had failed in this regard partly because the social science knowledge had been of the wrong sort, and partly because evaluations gave rise to political conflicts between federal and local practitioners. They proposed two remedies. First, the evaluation was to produce knowledge relevant to the needs of practitioners—to "provide the practitioner with adequate information to allow him to judge whether or not changes in his practice are warranted." And second, to reduce conflict and suspicion about the nature of the social science knowledge produced, evaluation was to
take place at three levels, presumably geared to separate local and federal program management needs.

The attempt to design an evaluation that would facilitate program management foundered, however, on differences between federal ideas and local practice. Federal reformers believed that the new knowledge emerging from the different evaluation levels could be helpful to federal and local practice, but local practitioners did not respond as expected. They had knowledge, ordinary and professional, that seemed adequate, and saw little use for the research. Moreover, they saw federal efforts to generate social science knowledge from the evaluation as an instrument of political oversight for their federal managers. This created tension between federal and local practitioners and set the stage for much conflict. Thus, the evaluation affected management of the program, but it hindered rather than helped.

The Level II Evaluation

Local administrators not only showed little interest in or use for the social science findings produced by level II contractors; typically, they saw the level II evaluation as an independent research project unrelated to local operations. Often they regarded it as a nuisance, since the evaluation required much local time and cooperation. Thus, in sites where the social science findings of level II contractors were made available, there is little evidence that they were helpful to local management concerns and interests: One administrator explained that he looked at the level II reports "belatedly" because "they got into gossip rather than the real issue." He added that he had his own inside information on what was going on in the
school districts and did not need to be informed about the "popular image" of how things were. Social science knowledge did not correspond to what local participants believed was going on.

The low utility of the level II evaluation for local administrators was reflected in lackadaisical attitudes toward facilitating data collection. One superintendent, who kept getting letters from the level II contractor "asking us to help get the questionnaires filled," said that he responded only out of deference to Washington. Local administrators had their own ways of gathering knowledge through local staff, and they saw little to be gained from impersonal questionnaires. Furthermore, their own decision making depended upon considerations and factors that were peculiar to their particular situation, and seemed worlds apart from more universalistic social science methods of gaining knowledge.

Teachers had a similar reaction. They saw level II requests for information as irrelevant, of little use to classroom management. One elementary teacher complained about questionnaires asking, for example, how much time was spent on discipline in class, or how many students in the class smoked. She couldn't see how the answers would in any way help her in the classroom. As a result, she filled out the first one but "otherwise I threw them in the fireplace." Another teacher said, "I don't know much about the evaluation; it bores me." Teachers rarely read the reports issuing from the evaluations, and when they did, the response was the same. One teacher noted, "I saw them but I did not understand them and I
did not know how to read them. The knowledge and skill required for teaching practice overlapped little with the social science knowledge of the evaluations; nor did the second illuminate the first. Local administrators thus often found it difficult to facilitate level II data collection, even when they wished to. Teachers, principals, and students were already subject to testing and other research efforts, either from other evaluations or from local testing programs, or both. Many resented and resisted the ESP program. Their poor response to level II requests was understandable, but it impeded the work of local administrators, who often were caught between the demands of Washington and level II contractors for data, and their own staff's hostility or indifference to another evaluation.

But if most local practitioners had little use for social science knowledge, the evaluation was not irrelevant. Many of them saw the level II evaluation as a way for ESP Washington to pass judgment on and manage local program activities. This produced considerable tension between federal and local administrators, and contributed to more than a few management problems. Locals saw level II contractors as federal agents. One local project director said that the level II evaluation was part of the government's "experiment in schools," and felt "we were guinea pigs." A local ESP staff member said it was his "impression that the level II people were almost like a fiscal agency representing Washington at the site." A level II project director explained that the local sites he was evaluating had difficulty even telling "the difference between NIE and the CIA,
never mind the difference between my own organization and the federal government. This view of the level II evaluator as a federal agent was pointedly illustrated in a rural site whose community and school staff objected to government-sponsored evaluation because they suspected that the level II questionnaires on the morals and attitudes of their children would eventually be used by the government for measuring antisocial behavior—"another version of Orwell's 1984." Local practitioners typically saw the level II evaluation in adversarial terms, as serving federal purposes.

As local sites were often unsure of what ESP Washington wanted their programs to be, they were particularly concerned about the effect of level II contractors' reports on their funding and their relationship with Washington. As one local person described her site's reaction, they "feared the evaluation would ultimately limit what they could do." The director in an urban site explained that, particularly at the beginning of the project, there was a great deal of hostility toward contractors who "apparently had not even read our proposal before they submitted their plan for evaluation—it was hard to understand how they could make judgments about the project." Local practitioners typically felt that the level II evaluation reports were out of kilter with their own knowledge of the program, and criticized contractors' interpretation of program objectives and implementation.

This divergence in views fed local suspicions about the evaluation, produced extended arguments over the approach and findings of contractors, and fueled political conflicts. In one project, the
local staff and community went so far as to demand the right to review tests before they were given, because they felt that the project's real goals were not being measured. In another site, the project director said that the level II evaluators never quite understood what was going on in the district, and that their reports "were so subjective that they only made me angry--they reported things that never happened and took things that were entirely out of context." In a third site, anti-establishment sentiment in the community coincided with the program staff's concern over a "government-sponsored" evaluation and virtually precluded agreement on what, if any, evaluations should take place. The level II director reported that this attitude "immobilized any research."

The federal ESP staff were in a most difficult situation, for they were hard pressed to judge the validity of local criticisms. While they were skeptical about both the evaluators and the conduct of local projects, they could rarely spend enough time on site to form their own conclusions. In fact, they were busier trying to resolve conflicts between level II contractors and local school people than absorbing contractors' information on the programs. Typically, they tried to walk a narrow line between local complaints and criticisms, and level II responses and counter-accusations. The evaluation component of ESP thus hardly contributed constructively to federal program management. According to the federal design, social science knowledge gained from the evaluation would aid in program decision making and management, but the federal ESP staff certainly never relied on the evaluation, or other social science knowledge, in their own
program management. Indeed, they questioned the credibility of the
level II contractors' social science knowledge, which was often inconstant with what they knew, and relied instead on their own professional
and ordinary knowledge in managing ESP. One federal staff member explained that "the evaluation unnecessarily complicated" the program
effort and "just did not make sense or a dent in the day-to-day operations." 76

Ironically, the conflict also made level II contractors reluctant to supply Washington with what findings they did have on local
programs, for they feared that federal managers would use such information in their management of local projects, and that this would further strain the evaluators' relations with local staff. The contractors recognized that a workable relationship with their sites was essential, and so argued that their major purpose was to conduct research "in the school site which would take place over a five-year period, . . . not to give NIE information about the project." 77 The reasons for this view were made explicit by one level II director: "We became very leery of our ability of keep our commitment to the sites if we gave much information to Washington." 78

The reaction of ESP Washington to the situation was deepening concern about whether the evaluation work was in fact being done. In some cases it was not, as a result of difficulties mentioned earlier that level II contractors did not care to share with ESP Washington. In other cases, work completed by contractors was sent on to ESP Washington only after it had become irrelevant to local events, and was of little value to federal monitors. The level
II contractors were in a no-win situation: if they passed pejorative information on to the federal ESP staff, local sites might prevent further data collection and make it impossible for them to fulfill their contracts; yet if they did not share at least some of the information, the federal staff might suspect that they were not fulfilling their contracts. The decision to withhold information so as to maintain an amicable relationship with local sites thus created a new area of conflict with ESP Washington, and a new management problem. The national staff responded by pressuring contractors to divulge information on local sites.

These problems arose from evaluation, and were not resolved by it. They differed little from those found in other evaluations. They are perhaps best illustrated by the events surrounding the federal desire to review level II ethnographic studies, especially those of rural sites. The ethnographers, who were suspect in local sites to begin with, were particularly concerned that if information they gathered was seen by ESP Washington, it might be used against local sites, and that their relations with the communities would be jeopardized. Consequently, individual ethnographers even hesitated to give their information to their own (level II) employers, for fear it might be passed on to ESP Washington. ESP Washington, on the other hand, wanted to be sure that the work was being done, and was of reasonable quality. They feared that the ethnographers had "gone native" and were holding back information.

To resolve this problem, an elaborate review system was eventually worked out: the work of the ethnographers would be reviewed only
by people outside ESP Washington, and the reviews would be an assessment only of quality, rather than of substance. This system added yet another management burden, and cost, to the federal ESP staff. It caused extended delays in ESP Washington's examination of level II contractors' work, and of course rendered the information utterly useless for ESP management.

A parallel conflict arose in connection with the plan that level II evaluation should provide information useful to local sites. The original federal notion was that this would minimize political problems, as local sites would receive information from the same source as the federal ESP office. Instead, level II contractors again hesitated to transmit information to local sites for fear of damaging the relationship, and this increased local resentment of the evaluation. As one superintendent explained, the failure of level II contractors to feed information back to their sites was, in his mind, "the height of foolishness." He found it particularly infuriating because they "burned the territory once or twice a year asking the community questions and then not giving answers [sic] to us!" Another project director reported that he and his staff did not have "the slightest idea of what they are doing. The only thing we got out of [the level II contractor] was the Iowa [Test of Basic Skills] Printout." He added that he was told he would "never see any of the information, so don't ask for it." The reticence of level II contractors did not relieve local administrators' suspicions that the evaluation was inaccurate and misleading.

Some level II contractors dealt with this problem by issuing two
separate sets of reports. One level II project director explained that he sent local schools special reports, containing little information, because he feared that if the site personnel saw the real reports they might cut off further data collection. So in place of the real reports he created and sent an "innocuous report or two to keep them happy." Another level II director did the same, simply giving sites some general material for "a political purpose"—so that they would not contest the information or want a part in the data collection and analysis. From the level II contractors' point of view this was critical, "as a strained relationship to the local sites would completely blow our effort to do a summative evaluation." The crazy politics of the evaluation thus meant that information given to local districts could not be useful to them, for if it was it would be unhelpful to the evaluators. The information passed on to the districts was intentionally made useless, so that the evaluation could proceed. In practice, the idea that social science knowledge would provide a management tool for local districts resulted in the deliberate creation of social science fictions, in order that the relationships between evaluators and locals could be made manageable.

The Level I Evaluation

The level I evaluation shared many of these problems. It was to have been locally operated, to help districts improve project management and reduce political conflict. But local sites, particularly rural ones, typically did not understand the notion of creating a formal system of social science knowledge. As one rural school director explained, he knew "nothing, absolutely nothing" about the level I evaluation except that "ESP in Washington said we had to have it." He
added that "the people in the project had no idea what it was for. They were practitioners. Nobody did research. They were normal people and could not be expected to do a formative evaluation." Similar views were expressed even by urban sites, which were more familiar with evaluation. One project director said, "Quite frankly, I did not know what [level I evaluation] meant, but we tried to make it part of the project." Other local managers were passive about or resistant to level I evaluations because they saw little value in the knowledge to be provided. Thus, they recruited local people as evaluators who had little experience in the area of evaluation. Federal managers were not pleased, either with such selections or with the work produced, and even tried to help find better-qualified people. They saw the level I evaluation as a way of helping local sites to make program-related management decisions, but few locals saw any use for it. The harder the federal staff pressed the locals to take the evaluation seriously, and the more actively they tried to set it up, the more local sites suspected that it was just another way for the "feds" to evaluate them. The federal staff could not believe that local practitioners had little or no need for social science knowledge, even if it was their very own.

In some sites, no level I evaluation worth mentioning took place. In those local sites where some sort of evaluation took place, it often caused additional problems. Teachers and other local staff were restrained, apathetic, or hostile. One level I evaluator, for example, talked about how difficult it was for local staff to "write their objectives."
explained that "this was not typically the concern of teachers and educators, that is, to systematically formulate their process, because they are used to operating intuitively and by the seat of their pants." The skill and knowledge that worked in the classroom, he believed, was not that of social science. And there was the further difficulty that, since gathering social science knowledge was described at the federal level as an evaluation, "evaluating will always serve as a threat to teachers." His reaction was not unique. Local teachers were disturbed over the amount of data collection, and level I evaluators found it difficult to obtain information on the program because of the resulting local staff resistance.

As a consequence the reports that did emanate from level I were hardly used for the local management of ESP. Typically, only local administrators were even aware of the reports. As one level I evaluator said, "Never has the evaluation been taken seriously in the central office." Other central administrators did use the evaluation, but generally to confirm what had already been decided or known informally. One superintendent explained that it often "helped to confirm our intuitions and feelings." Most, however, found it a bother.

On the whole, then, level I evaluation was not a great success. In some cases, it seemed so irrelevant that it was never even implemented. In others, it added another area of conflict between federal and local managers, and contributed to local administrators' internal management problems because of local staff resistance. At the core of these problems was the erroneous assumption that local
administrators would use social science knowledge as an aid to management, especially if the evaluation was locally based. Instead, local practitioners had their own sources of knowledge, and had little use for level I evaluation. Typically they saw it merely as another way for federal staff to monitor local efforts.

Conclusion

The ESP evaluation scheme was intended to provide new social science knowledge on the local change process, and to facilitate program management. But this scheme encountered the same problems as did other federal evaluations. The social science knowledge gained from the evaluation was of poor quality, and it contributed little to practice at any level of education. Its only appreciable effect was to increase conflict within the ESP program, and to raise management problems all along the line. Indeed, in this sense it created a new area of practice: managing unusable but potentially problematic social science. This has become a large element in the management of evaluation in other federal programs, including Title I and PL 94-142.

Ironically, though, the problems that beset the ESP evaluation did not stem from the poor quality of the knowledge obtained. We suspect that the opposite may be true: knowledge of higher quality might have intensified rather than diminished political conflict. In the local world of practice, social science knowledge—however good it may be, and however useful for other purposes—will not replace other trusted, ordinary, ways of knowing. But while the social science knowledge produced by evaluation is of little use in program management, practitioners fear it will be used by others to limit their freedom of action. The
more effective the information, then, probably the greater the threat. If the ESP studies had had greater credibility, they would thus have received even more attention. This would have increased local suspicion and resistance, political tensions between outside evaluators and local program operators, and federal defensiveness. Conflict would likely have been exacerbated. This raises questions about the long-standing assumption of federal policy that social science knowledge relevant to a program will be useful to program management.
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After the failure of both the level I and level II evaluations, the level III evaluation never was set under way. It was initially designed to rely on the social science findings of the level I and level II evaluations as a base for providing feedback to
federal and local managers. But because of the poor quality of social science findings from the level I and level II evaluations, a level III evaluation hardly seemed possible. Its implementation also promised more of the same as found in level I and level II: unused social science findings and a new layer of conflict and management problems at both the federal and local levels. For example, one local superintendent, when he heard about a level III evaluation, expressed what seemed to be a general local feeling: he wrote to ESP/Washington and suggested that there be a level IV evaluation, because he felt "the hell with them evaluating us all the time; I decided we should evaluate them for a change." (Interview with district superintendent of the Carbon County School District, Saratoga, Wyoming, April 21, 1977.)

From the level II contractors' perspective, a level III study seemed to invite more tensions in their already fragile relationship with federal and local managers. Consequently, when the federal staff raised the possibility of a level III evaluation, they received "a lot of flack" from level II contractors. (Interview with director of a level II evaluation, Abt Associates, Cambridge, Massachusetts, August 16, 1977.)

The general federal feeling toward a level III evaluation was expressed by one federal monitor: "Why throw good money after bad?" (Interview with former federal ESP evaluation director, October 29, 1977.) Given federal opposition to the level III evaluation, at least as initially intended, it was finally dropped with the departure of its one prominent supporter, the original program director. (Interview with federal ESP staff member, October 24, 1976.) This decision came as a welcome relief to level II contractors and to those local sites who had been aware of its possible implementation. (Interview with director of a level II evaluation, Abt Associates, Cambridge, Massachusetts, August 16, 1977; interview with district superintendent of the Carbon County School District, Saratoga, Wyoming, April 27, 1977.)
V. CONCLUSION

The Experimental Schools Program was in many important respects similar to the Great Society school reform programs it sought to improve upon. It aimed to solve the problems of children from poor or minority-group backgrounds. It sought to do this by extensively reforming local practice. The instruments for reform were federal money, ideas, and direction. In other respects, ESP differed from the Great Society's school programs. It was small, for one thing. For another, it was able to spend more per pupil than most earlier programs. And finally, its managers were free from many of the political and administrative constraints familiar in other programs, because its funds were discretionary. ESP monies were tied to no legislation that specified how much money was to be spent, or on whom, or for what purposes. These differences should have made it easier for the program to achieve its ambitious goals. They had been deliberate, after all, part of an effort to design a program that would overcome the drawbacks of earlier programs. Yet by our account, and in the view of many of the federal managers, the program failed. It attained none of its goals, including its intention to improve on the record of those earlier federal programs that ESP managers regularly criticized. Why? And what lessons may be learned?

If ESP shared the fate of its predecessors, it was in part because the program rested on naively ambitious notions about school reform. ESP aimed, for example, at "comprehensive change," ignoring the practical wisdom of administration as well as a good deal of social science,
both of which suggest that change in human organizations characteristically occurs in small, often unrelated ways. These many incremental steps sometimes add up to large changes, but they consist of many modest unconnected steps. They are almost impossible to predict, or to plan. The ESP program managers had an extraordinarily overdeveloped faith in local school managers' ability to devise and implement a grand plan for integrated change. In this they resembled their brethren in the Great Society programs, who seemed to believe that ideas for reform are better when they are larger and more systematic. Such ideas are perhaps for that reason more appealing to those whose intellectual formation occurred in the confines of formal education, where the scholastic values of order and tidiness prevail, and where teachers value above all the ability to make synthetic formulations. But managing a complex organization is not analogous to writing a good term paper. The skills typically rewarded in the latter are often an impediment to the former.

It might also have been this curiously scholastic turn of mind that encouraged federal program managers to misunderstand the character of local school organizations. They behaved as though local educational authorities were organized in a centralized and hierarchical fashion, as they might be pictured in a study of the schools' formal organization. Federal managers made demands on school superintendents consistent with such a tight picture of local organization. But local school systems are neither tight nor tidy. They consist of individual schools that are at least semi-autonomous with respect to the central administration, and of teachers within each school who are at least
semi-autonomous with respect to that school's administration. Each local practitioner is free to go his own way, in good part. Any change that begins at the center in such a setting, even if it be modest, is likely to be interpreted in many different ways at the periphery. By pressing local superintendents to devise and carry out comprehensive change, federal managers were trying to produce a sort of orderly behavior quite unfamiliar to local organizations. For even if some LEAs could plan comprehensively, they would rarely be able to act in a coordinated way to implement a broad and integrated plan for change. Such things do happen occasionally, but only when the pressures for action are extraordinary. ESP, however, was not the focus of such extraordinary pressures. It was only a program of discretionary aid, based on freely contracted arrangements between federal and local officials. By behaving as though local school districts actually worked as an organization chart might suggest, federal officials encouraged more resistance to their plans than might have been generated by other approaches.

This synthetic, almost academic turn of mind was also evident in the ESP program managers' efforts to reform the information that local and federal officials used in making decisions. These managers believed that if they devised a new and more comprehensive scheme for social science evaluation, reliable scientific information could replace the knowledge commonly used in managing federal programs and local schools. They ignored the great frailties of social science, and the strengths of both ordinary knowledge and the accumulated professional knowledge of teachers and administrators. Like many other federal reformers of
the last two decades, ESP program managers assumed that social science can provide authoritative guides to action, and can strongly influence what teachers and administrators do. In fact, social science is rarely authoritative in that sense, and particular studies usually influence particular decisions only weakly. The ESP evaluation was costly and elaborate, but not irrelevant. While it produced information that was mostly of poor quality, and not helpful to teachers and administrators; it did add another focus for federal-local conflict.

One lesson from this costly affair is that federal competence in education, whatever else it may be, does not rest on technically superior knowledge. Federal administrators are far removed from local practice, both by geographical distance and by the distances introduced by differences in the work of federal and local managers. Applied social research does nothing to lessen these distances, and in the case of the ESP, research increased the distance. Federal managers were enthusiastic about applied research in part because they had big ideas about local reform, but little fiscal and political leverage on localities. The presumed authority of social science was no substitute for political authority, though, at least in this case. And the fruits of the research were not such as to change any local minds about how education should be carried on. As an instrument of persuasion, social research was a flop in the ESP.

Another lesson is that federal competence in education does not extend, even in easy cases like ESP, to detailed guidance to localities. The program had no legislative constraints, and it engaged only localities that wished to participate. Yet such was the distance between Washington
and local schools that the efforts of national staff to offer any more than general guidance about reform were typically fruitless, and often problematic. Admittedly, one cannot generalize freely from the case of ESP to other programs—the ESP reform ideas were extraordinarily ambitious, even in the lexicon of federal education policy. But it does not seem precipitous to argue that if detailed guidance doesn't work in such a modest, unencumbered, and well-funded endeavor as ESP, it is unlikely to work in larger, less well-staffed and -funded, and much more overburdened programs.

This is not to deny that social science and federal reform ideas have something to offer education. In the case of social science, however, federal officials and applied researchers might usefully compare the character of knowledge in the social sciences and the character of school practitioners' knowledge and skills, in order to better understand connections and differences between the two realms. Federal research appropriations are now being cut with the same abandon that earlier marked their application, but in the midst of this the Secretary of Education asserted his belief that the dissemination of existing social science knowledge in education would greatly improve practice. There is no doubt that research has something to teach practice, and that researchers can learn much of value from practitioners. But in light of the record thus far, some closer scrutiny of how this learning might occur, and how it can usefully be encouraged, seems long overdue.

In the case of federal reform, matters are more complex. Some reform efforts, like Title I of the 1965 ESEA, or the enforcement of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, represent major moral and political
commitments, and the forces at work in such programs are in many respects quite different from those considered in this essay. Here we have investigated a different species of federal reform—namely, programs which express no important national priorities, and for which the chief inspiration is not popular pressure, but administrators' or legislators' bright ideas about how to improve education. How might such efforts be best managed? One possibility—one of several, listed here only by way of example—is to conceive the federal role in such local reform as analogous to that of a foundation. The agency gives money to promising programs on the basis of the quality of local proposals. Some self-evaluation and financial accounting are required at the end. And the grantor hopes that things will turn out well in a respectable proportion of cases. Foundations have neither the resources nor the authority to require more, and in most cases, neither do federal education agencies. Such a posture would leave little room for the overblown aspirations of many federal officials, it would reduce administrative clutter, and would also improve federal-local relations. It might even encourage a more accurate picture of the federal role in certain sorts of local school reform.